
Correspondence from Ken Kirk, member 
of the Antique & Classic Boat Society (past president of Toronto 
Chapter), and the Antique Outboard Motor Club Inc., to Mystic 
Seaport's Ed Hill, discussing his research on Evinrude boats.

Evinrude Boats 

Hello Ed:

Further to our previous emails and conversations I thought I would give you a bit of a “thumb 
nail” of my research on Evinrude Boats.

The very first appearance that I can find of Evinrude boats in an Evinrude catalogue is the 
1915 Evinrude catalogue. Two models were offered for sale. They were simply identified as 
the “Round Bottom” and “Flat Bottom”. No model names were attached at that time. Both 
were 16’ in length.

Since Ole Evinrude sold the Evinrude Motor Co. in late 1913 it is doubtful that he himself had 
much to do with the design and building of the Evinrude Boats. The new ownership group at 
Evinrude was led by Chris Meyer. Meyer was connected to the Tug Boat business but I have 
not been able to make any connection from that point to the Evinrude Boats.

When you read the catalogue copy you understand that the primary reason for Evinrude 
building boats was to provide boats that were designed specifically for outboard motors. The 
emerging outboard motor industry found that motors were being used on all types of 
watercraft that were not well suited to them. The goal was to create awareness among both 
consumers and boat builders that outboards would perform better if they were on a boat 
designed for outboard power. In 1915 the “Round bottom” boat sold for $65.00 and complete 
plans were available to Boat Builders for $2.50. I don’t think Evinrude saw the boat building 
enterprise as a profit centre. I think they saw it as a way to make the Evinrude outboard motor 
performance and consumer experience much better and in the end increase the acceptance 
and sales of Evinrude outboards
.
In 1916 there were minor changes to the design of both the “Round Bottom” and the “Flat 
Bottom”. The dimensions remained much the same but the overall hull shape of the “Round 
Bottom” was changed to be much more pleasing to the eye. After 1916 the boats had very 
minor adjustments to their specs but the overall appearance did not change in any significant 
way.

The last Evinrude Catalogue I can find with reference to the Boats is 1925. They occupy only 
a third of a page but the “Round Bottom” and the “Flat Bottom” were both still offered.

ED….I am scanning the 1915 and 1916 catalogue pages for you. Will send in separate 
emails. I also have another Evinrude sales piece with a good photograph of an Evinrude Boat 
at the dock with two young ladies on board. Will scan and send to you as well.

If I can answer any questions or provide further detail….please let me know.

Good Luck with your exhibit.

…..Ken 
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